A Page in a Book
It’s Just Your Imagination
The marvel of the human mind is its ability to fill in blank or boring spaces with imagination.
Seeing a parade of animals in the shifting of clouds overhead, making up a backstory for
the stranger sitting on the park bench, or crafting alternate exploits that take beloved toys
on all new adventures, these are some of the ways our mind moves beyond what is and
into the realm of what could be. Imagination is the foundation of invention and creativity, as
well as a healthy retreat from the everyday. The following titles celebrate the limitless vistas
the mind can explore and the little things that can launch that journey!

Idea Jar

by Adam Lehrhaupt, Illustrated by Deb Pilutti (Simon & Schuster)
The jar on the teacher’s desk is filled with ideas that are perfect for sparking young imaginations. Colorful characters and bold adjectives are written on scraps of paper just waiting to
inspire an all new story. Armed with just a couple of words, students begin to craft the adventures of a space-faring Viking, a horseless cowgirl and more. The kids imagine new stories in
written form, spoken word and art. But when the jar tips over, its ideas spilling out, the imagination overflow threatens to overwhelm the class. Advocating the value of imaginative focus,
the Idea Jar offers ideal guidance for jump-starting imaginative journeys.

Use Your Imagination

by Nicola O’Byrne (Nosy Crow / Candlewick)
Lamenting his boredom, a young rabbit is approached by a wolf with a solution. Claiming to be a
librarian, Wolf suggests they write a story together. Observing what big ears Wolf has (better for listening to stories) and what big eyes he has (better for reading stories), Rabbit is reminded of another
well-known tale. So as Wolf guides Rabbit through his imaginings, the evolving story’s setting (a
forest), costuming (a red cape) and a villain (a wolf) all begin to point to a bad ending. With his own
sly vision, Rabbit harnesses his powers of imagination and engages them to craft a new tale that flips
the script on an old story that’s not boring at all.

Red Again

by Barbara Lehman (Houghton Mifflin Harcourt)
Biking beside a wintery canal, a young boy discovers a red book on the ground. Scooping it
up, he retreats to his ocean view reading spot to explore the found book. His first page view
reveals a child in a boat...with a red book floating in the water nearby. Retrieving it from the
water, the second child opens the book revealing a window back into the first boy’s canal side
world. As the children marvel at their magical connection, the book watches their worlds draw
closer. Author of the wordless Caldecott Honor title, The Red Book, Lehman returns with a brilliant follow-up that captures the power of imagination, as a simple action leads characters (and
readers) on wonderful journeys that transcend reality.

Find more reading recommendations at www.PageBookMedia.com.
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